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Programmed Self-Assembly of Single Colloidal Gyroids for
Chiral Photonic Crystals

Wesley Flavell, Andreas Neophytou, Angela Demetriadou, Tim Albrecht,
and Dwaipayan Chakrabarti*

Gyroid structures are of extensive interest because they provide a rich
platform for chiroptics as well as topological photonics. While the
double-gyroid morphology as a bicontinuous structure is not uncommon in
self-assembled soft materials, direct self-assembly of single-network gyroids
has proven elusive. Here, an enantiomorphic pair of single-gyroid crystals
comprising colloidal spheres is presented, and two distinct routes are
demonstrated for programmed self-assembly of each single colloidal gyroid
enantiomorph from rationally designed patchy spheres. The designer colloidal
patchy spheres, which closely hew to their synthetic feasibility, are chiral,
having either two staggered rectangular patches at opposite poles or four
circular patches arranged in a well-defined geometry. The single colloidal
gyroid, as well as its inverse structure, is shown to support a wide complete
photonic bandgap in addition to exhibiting rich chiroptical properties, making
them attractive chiral photonic crystals. The versatility of this single colloidal
gyroid, the bottom-up routes devised here in silico, and the robustness of the
design space for the chiral colloidal patchy spheres together make a strong
case for single colloidal gyroids to supersede colloidal diamond, as a target for
programmed self-assembly, in the quest for photonic crystals operating at
optical frequencies.

1. Introduction

Gyroid structures have stimulated widespread interest across
mathematical, physical, materials, and biological sciences for
having intriguing structural features, rich chiroptical properties,
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and exotic topological physics.[1–6] The gy-
roid is a triply periodic minimal surface
that partitions 3D space into a pair of in-
tertwined labyrinths.[7] The skeletal graphs
of these labyrinths, as shown in Figure 1a,
define the two enantiomorphic single net-
works of gyroid, which have threefold con-
nectivity at each node and characteristic
ten-member rings.[1,7] The Wigner–Seitz
(WS) cells of these enantiomorphs are also
shown in Figure 1a, each viewed along a
strut to emphasize their characteristic di-
hedral angles. The dihedral angles between
adjacent nodes for a given enantiomorph
of single network gyroid are all approxi-
mately equal to either 70.5° or 109.5°, de-
pending on the handedness.[8] The sin-
gle network gyroid structure, which has a
body-centered cubic Bravais lattice with the
space group I4132, supports a large com-
plete photonic bandgap (PBG),[3,9,10] and
is known as a biological photonic crys-
tal, having been found in butterfly wing
scales.[11] A single-gyroid structure built
from colloidal particles in the size range of

hundreds of nanometers therefore promises to function as a syn-
thetic chiral photonic crystal operating at optical frequencies.

Notwithstanding their appeal as chiral photonic crystals and
metamaterials,[12,13] the single-gyroid structures have largely
been ignored as targets for programmed colloidal self-assembly,
mainly due to their structural complexity. Instead, colloidal dia-
mond, in its cubic form, has drawn much attention as an attrac-
tive target for a photonic crystal at optical frequencies for nearly
three decades and has often been considered as the Holy Grail
of colloidal self-assembly.[14–16] The chirality of the single gyroid,
however, sets it apart from other photonic structures with large
complete PBGs,[10] making it a unique target for programmed
self-assembly of colloidal particles with potential applications as
a 3D chiral photonic crystal at optical frequencies.[13,17,18]

While the single-gyroid structures have proven elusive, the
double-gyroid morphology, as a bicontinuous structure com-
bining two subspaces of opposite handedness,[19] has been
self-assembled from diverse building blocks with elements of
frustration, for example, surfactants, block copolymers, and
mesogens.[8,20–22] Unlike the single-gyroid structures, the double-
gyroid structure is neither chiral nor supports a complete
PBG. However, when the crystal system is perturbed, result-
ing in the breaking of inversion or time-reversal symmetry,
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Figure 1. Rational design of colloidal patchy spheres to yield a single-
gyroid crystal via self-assembly. a) 2 × 2 × 2 supercell showing the gy-
roid minimal surface along with its two associated skeletal graphs viewed
along the [111] axis, and Wigner–Seitz cells of the single-network gyroids
of opposite handedness viewed along a strut to emphasize their distinct
dihedral angles. b) A single-gyroid crystal structure of a given handedness
derived via discretization of the corresponding single-network gyroid. A
Wigner–Seitz cell of a single network gyroid (left) is represented with its
skeletal graph highlighted; the crystal structure comprising spheres (right)
is obtained by replacing each edge with a triblock patchy sphere that en-
codes threefold connectivity at each node. c) Five-particle motif containing
vertex-shared planar trimers present in single gyroids. The triblock patchy
spheres with two circular patches allow for unrestricted rotation of a planar
trimer relative to the other, hindering the selection of the dihedral angle re-
quired for the self-assembly of a single-gyroid structure. d) Colloidal patchy

double-gyroid-related structures can support Weyl points, where
a 3D band structure locally exhibits a linear band crossing in all
directions, giving rise to topological surface states.[3,5,23]

2. Results

2.1. Reverse Engineering Single Gyroids

Figure 1b presents our approach to derive a single colloidal gy-
roid structure from single network gyroid, using patchy spheres.
Taking into consideration the WS cell of a single network gyroid
structure and its corresponding skeletal graph, colloidal building
blocks—specifically triblock patchy spheres with circular patches
at opposite poles—can be envisaged to replace each edge in the
network. Advances in colloid synthesis have made triblock patchy
spheres especially attractive building blocks for programmed col-
loidal self-assembly.[24,25] The width of the circular patches on
either pole can be optimized to allow for contacts with only
two other patches, as shown in Figure S1a, Supporting Infor-
mation, thereby giving rise to a trigonal unit centered on each
node. In a characteristic five-particle motif, containing two vertex-
shared planar trimers, the circular patches, however, allow for
unrestricted rotation of one trimer with respect to the other, as
shown schematically in Figure 1c. As a result, we observe that tri-
block patchy particles with two circular patches, despite possess-
ing patch widths that encode threefold connectivity, do not self-
assemble into a gyroid structure; instead a crystal structure com-
prising stacked kagome planes is self-assembled (see Section A
and Figure S1, Supporting Information).

Faced with this issue, we conceived two particle designs, as
illustrated in Figure 1d. Both the designs restrict the relative ro-
tation of vertex-shared planar trimers and thus enforce the selec-
tion of the dihedral angles required to assemble a single-gyroid
structure from colloidal spheres. One route involves the replace-
ment of the two circular patches at opposite poles of spherical par-
ticles with two staggered rectangular ones. An alternative route
involves spherical patchy particles decorated with four narrower
circular patches to encode the five-particle structural motif. In the
latter route, in essence, each rectangular patch is replaced by two
circular ones. Both bottom-up routes are designed in the context
of synthetic advances, which can fabricate rectangular patches on
opposite poles[26] and four circular patches[24] using variants of
the glancing-angle deposition technique.

Figure 2a illustrates the critical parameters that describe the
patch shape, size and relative arrangement for the patchy par-
ticles with staggered rectangular patches at opposite poles. We
developed an effective pair potential for these particles based on
the concepts of the widely used Kern–Frenkel model.[27] In this
new model, each rectangular patch is characterized by two half-
opening angle values, 𝜃p and ϕp, giving the latitudinal and lon-
gitudinal bounds of each patch, respectively. The relative orien-
tation between the two patches is described by the skew angle

spheres to yield enantiomorphic single-gyroid crystals via self-assembly.
Colloidal patchy spheres, with either two staggered rectangular patches at
opposite poles (top) or four narrower circular patches arranged in a well-
defined geometry (bottom) limit such rotations. The patch arrangements
make the colloidal spheres chiral, opening up bottom-up routes to one or
the other enantiomorph via the selection of dihedral angles.
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Figure 2. Self-assembly of single colloidal gyroids from particles with two
rectangular patches. a) Parametrization of the rectangular patches on a
colloidal patchy sphere, showing the two half-angles, 𝜃p and ϕp, which de-
fine the surface coverage and geometry of each patch, and the skew angle,
𝜒 , that defines the relative orientation of the patches. b) Evolution of the
number of trigonal planar clusters, Ntrig, (black line), the potential energy
per particle, U*/N, (red line), the global Steinhardt bond-order parameter,
Q4, (blue line), and the number of ten-member rings, NR10

, (black line)
for a system of N = 1500 patchy particles, with two equal-size staggered
rectangular patches at opposite poles with half-opening angles 𝜃p = 10°,
ϕp = 44° and skew parameter 𝜒 = 70.5°, at a density 𝜌* = 0.3, following
one-step quenching from a temperature of T* = 1 to T* = 0.11. c) Polar
histograms (top) of the dihedral angles between the nodes of threefold
connectivity over two intervals of 5 million Monte Carlo cycles at the pre-
and post-nucleation stages, as indicated by the red shading in (b), and
representative configurations (bottom) within the two intervals.

𝜒 , which is critical to the selection of dihedral angles. See Sec-
tion B and Figures S2– S5, Supporting Information for more de-
tails on the model. We envisage that the conceptual development
of colloidal particles with rectangular patches and their effective
interactions presented here will drive the synthesis of the next
generation of patchy colloidal particles with non-circular patches.
For example, spherical colloidal particles with triangular patches
were considered in simulations targeting diamond-related crys-
tals via patterning symmetry,[28] and have since been synthesized
experimentally.[29]

2.2. Programmed Self-Assembly

We carried out Monte Carlo simulations for the designer patchy
particles with two staggered rectangular patches at opposite poles
to investigate the programmed self-assembly of single colloidal
gyroid. In these simulations, we considered systems of N = 1500
particles over a range of patch geometries with 𝜒 = 70.5° and
𝜒 = 109.5° at a density of 𝜌* = 0.3. Note that any choice of
𝜒 that is not 0° or 90° makes the patchy particles chiral. Fig-
ure 2b (top) shows the evolution of the number of trigonal pla-
nar clusters, Ntrig, and the potential energy per particle, U*/N,
for a system with 𝜒 = 70.5°, 𝜃p = 10° and ϕp = 44° along a tra-
jectory following a one-step quench from a temperature of T* =
1 to T* = 0.11. The rapid change in Ntrig, concomitant with the
change in potential energy, suggests a first-order phase transi-
tion. The evolution of the global Steinhardt bond-order parame-
ter Q4,[30] as described in Experimental Section, along the trajec-
tory, is shown in Figure 2b (bottom), together with the number
of ten-member rings (NR10

) present in the system. The data con-
firm the growth of crystalline order, which is clearly driven by the
formation of ten-member rings. We therefore infer that the chi-
rality transfer from the single-particle level to an enantiomorphic
crystal occurs via the formation of ten-member rings. Figure 2c
shows polar histograms of the dihedral angles between the nodes
of threefold connectivity for two equal intervals at the pre- and
post-nucleation stages. We find that the dihedral angles are re-
stricted to a small range around the ideal angle even at the pre-
nucleation stage, showing our design principles in action. This
distribution of dihedral angles is distinct from what we observe
for circular patches, as shown in Figure S1c, Supporting Infor-
mation. The distribution becomes narrower around the ideal an-
gle post-nucleation, as the size of fluctuations becomes limited.
Figure 2c also shows representative fluid and crystalline config-
urations within the intervals.

We observe the crystallization of colloidal patchy particles with
two staggered rectangular patches at opposite poles into a single
colloidal gyroid structure following a one-step quench for sys-
tems of N = 768 particles with a range of patch geometries, ex-
tending at least the rectangular parameter space defined by 𝜃p =
[6°−14°] and ϕp = [36°−50°] (see Section C and Figure S6, Sup-
porting Information). To determine the robustness of the crys-
tallization of single colloidal gyroid, with respect to the choice of
the skew angle 𝜒 , we carried out a series of Monte Carlo simu-
lations using systems of N = 768 particles at a density of 𝜌* =
0.3 with 𝜃p = 10°, ϕp = 44° and 𝜒 = [60°–120°] (with a resolu-
tion of 2°). Figure 3a shows the final ten-member ring counts,
NR10

, and global Steinhardt bond-order parameter values, Q4, for
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Figure 3. Robustness of the skew angle space for crystallizing single colloidal gyroid structures. a) Final ten-member ring counts, NR10
, and global

Steinhardt bond-order parameter values, Q4, as a function of skew angle, 𝜒 , for systems of N = 768 particles with two rectangular patches (𝜃p = 10°, ϕp
= 44°) after the temperature is dropped from T* = 1 to T* = 0.11. Red and blue dashed lines indicate the ideal 𝜒 values for right and left-handed gyroid
respectively, and red and blue points indicate corresponding crystalline configurations. b,c) Inter-trimer dihedral angle distributions (taken over the last
10 million Monte Carlo cycles), and final configurations for the 𝜒 = 66° (b) and 𝜒 = 104° (c) systems.

each system after equilibration upon quenching from T* = 1 to
T* = 0.11. The plots clearly show the two regions, which yield
enantiomorphic single colloidal gyroid crystals in the ranges 𝜒 =
[66°–76°] and [104°–114°]. Figure 3b,c shows the dihedral angle
distributions, and final configurations for the 𝜒 = 66° and 𝜒 =
104° systems, respectively.

The selection of dihedral angles can also be encoded in par-
ticles with four circular patches, where each patch is predis-
posed to form a single contact and centered on each of the four
points of contact formed by the central particle in the desired
five-particle motif, as shown in Figure 4a. Figure 4b shows the
parametrization we used to define such a four-patch particle. In
this scheme, each hemisphere has two circular patches, each with
a half-opening angle of 𝛼. The centers of these pairs of patches
subtend an angle 𝛽 at the center of the colloidal sphere, and the
relative orientation of the patch pairs is defined in a similar man-
ner as in the rectangular patch case, via the skew angle 𝜒 .

We carried out a series of Monte Carlo simulations with sys-
tems of these four-patch particles (𝛽 = 60°, 𝜒 = 70.5°, and 109.5°)
with 𝛼 = 8°, 10°, 15°, 20°, 22°. We observe the self-assembly of a
single-gyroid structure for 𝛼 = 8°, 10°, 15°, 20° following a one-
step quench from T* = 1 to as high as T* = 0.108, 0.115, 0.123,
and 0.125, respectively. Figure 4c shows the evolution of Ntrig,
U*/N, Q4, and NR10

, for a system of N = 768 four-patch particles
with 𝛼 = 10°, after the temperature is dropped to T* = 0.113. Fig-
ure 4d shows a representative crystalline configuration.

We systematically assessed the robustness of the design space
for the colloidal patchy particles in terms of the patch attributes
to crystallize into a single colloidal gyroid structure. As described
in Section C1, Supporting Information, the crystallization is ob-

served for the two-patch particles over a sufficiently large parame-
ter space for the patch coverage (Figure S6, Supporting Informa-
tion), in addition to the skew angle. We note that spontaneous
crystallization for particles with a smaller patch coverage takes
place in our simulations at a lower temperature, for both two-
patch and four-patch particles, due to a smaller bonding volume.
The crystallization is also found to show remarkable tolerance to
polydispersity in the angular parameters, 𝜃p, ϕp, and 𝜒 , defining
the coverage and the relative orientations of the patches in the
case for two-patch particles (Figure S7– S9, Supporting Informa-
tion).

Although our focus was on assessing the robustness of the de-
sign space in terms of the patch attributes, we also investigated
the effects of polydispersity in particle size. Our simulations with
two-patch particles up to 5% size polydispersity, which is well
within the reach of state-of-the-art synthesis of triblock patchy
particles,[24] show that the self-assembly into single colloidal gy-
roid is sufficiently tolerant to polydispersity in particle size as well
(see Section C1 and Figure S10, Supporting Information). For the
four-patch particles (see Section C2, Supporting Information), we
find a sufficiently large parameter space for the opening angle 𝛽

to support crystallization into a single colloidal gyroid structure
(Figure S11, Supporting Information), and demonstrate signifi-
cant tolerance to polydispersity in patch size for fixed patch ar-
rangements (Figure S12, Supporting Information). We have so
far presented data from Monte Carlo simulations carried out at
a density of 𝜌* = 0.3, which is close to the ideal density of the
perfect crystal. Additionally, we find that the self-assembly of sin-
gle colloidal gyroid occurs across a wide range of densities (see
Figure S13, Supporting Information).

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2211197 2211197 (4 of 8) © 2023 The Authors. Advanced Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 4. Self-assembly of single colloidal gyroid from four-patch parti-
cles. a) Spherical patchy particles with four circular patches to encode the
characteristic five-particle structural motif of the target single-gyroid crys-
tal structure. The patches are arranged so that the bonds to the central
particle pass through the centers of the patches. The dashed lines show

2.3. Chiroptical Properties

Having established that our designer patchy particles offer reli-
able bottom-up routes to single colloidal gyroid crystals, we deter-
mined whether the resulting structures, like the single network
gyroid,[10,13,31] can function as chiral photonic crystals. Figure 5a
shows the relative gap width, Δf/fm expressed as a percentage,
of the direct single colloidal gyroid structure (dielectric spheres
in air) as a function of the refractive index contrast (nc = nh/nl).
For the direct structure, we consider the maximum packing sce-
nario (i.e., where the dielectric spheres are touching), which cor-
responds to a density of 𝜌∗ = 9

√
6∕64 ≈ 0.34. We find that a com-

plete PBG opens up for nc ≈ 2.7, which could potentially be real-
ized with titania particles in order to open a PBG in the visible.[32]

However, it is possible to further lower the required refractive-
index contrast by depositing materials onto the surfaces of the
particles, effectively increasing the dielectric filling fraction.[16,33]

This “swelling” of the particles can also be used to fabricate the in-
verse structure, which involves backfilling the voids of the direct
lattice with a high refractive-index material, after which the orig-
inal material can be removed leaving air in its place.[16] The in-
verse single colloidal gyroid structure, composed of “air spheres”
with a diameter of twice the original diameter (as shown by the
inset of Figure 5b), is a close approximation to single network
gyroid.[10,13] This is apparent from the fact that a complete PBG
opens up for this inverse structure for nc ≈ 2.2, as shown in
Figure 5b, similar to what has previously been reported for sin-
gle network gyroid.[10,13] Representative photonic band structures
for both the direct and inverse single-gyroid structures presented
here are shown in Figures 5c and 5d, respectively, for the refrac-
tive index contrast nc = 3, showing the presence of a complete
PBG in each case.

We note that both the direct and inverse structures in this case
are single-gyroid-like structures, but are of opposite chirality. This
is not immediately evident when comparing the dispersion rela-
tions in Figures 5e and 5f, where we show the band structures
along the Γ → X direction for the conventional unit cells of the
direct and inverse structures, respectively, with nc = 3. However,
we are able to determine the handedness of the bands using the
circular dichroism index (C ∈ [ − 1, 1]),[31,34] which measures
the preference of Bloch modes to couple to right-handed (C ≈

1) or left-handed (C ≈ −1) light (see Experimental Section). A
close comparison between the left panels of Figure 5e,f reveals
that the handedness of the bands for the direct and inverse struc-
tures is flipped relative to one another, highlighting that the two
structures are indeed of opposite chirality. We confirm the dif-
ference in the chirality of the two structures by calculating the
transmittance spectra for right-circularly polarized (RCP) and
left-circularly polarized (LCP) plane waves normally incident to a
finite slab of the direct and inverse gyroid crystals along the [100]

the bonds which complete the two planar trigonal units. b) Parametriza-
tion of the size and arrangement of the patches for a four-patch spheri-
cal particle with the set of angles 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝜒 . c) Evolution of the num-
ber of trigonal planar units, Ntrig, the potential energy per particle, U*/N,
the global Steinhardt bond-order parameter, Q4, and the number of ten-
member rings, NR10

, for a system of N = 768 four-patch particles, with 𝛼

= 10°, 𝛽 = 60°, 𝜒 = 109.5°, following one-step quenching from T* = 1 to
T* = 0.113. d) Representative crystalline configuration.

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2211197 2211197 (5 of 8) © 2023 The Authors. Advanced Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 5. Chiroptical properties for single colloidal gyroid structures. a,b) Dependence of the relative gap width (Δf/fm), expressed as a percentage,
on the refractive index contrast (nc) for the direct (a) and inverse (b) single colloidal gyroid structures. c,d) Photonic band structures of the direct (c)
and inverse (d) gyroid structures with nc = 3, showing complete PBGs of ≈5% and ≈15%, respectively. e,f) The left panels show the photonic band
structures of the conventional unit cells of the direct (e) and inverse (f) gyroid structures with nc = 3 along the Γ→ X direction (which corresponds to the
Γ → H direction in the primitive unit cell). The color of the lines in both band structures reflects the circular dichroism index (C), where right-circularly
polarized (RCP) is red, left-circularly polarized (LCP) is blue, and unpolarized is black, and their thickness is proportionate to the coupling constant 𝛽
(see Experimental Section). The right panels show the transmittance spectra for RCP (red) and LCP (blue) plane waves normally incident to a finite slab
of the direct (e) and inverse (f) gyroid crystals with nc = 3 along the [100] direction. For all calculations the direct colloidal gyroid structure is composed of

touching dielectric spheres as shown by the inset of (a). At the limit of touching spheres the density of the colloidal gyroid crystal is 𝜌∗ = 9
√

6∕64 ≈ 0.34

and the edge length of the corresponding conventional unit cell is a = 4d
√

6∕3, d being the diameter of the particles. Again, for all calculations the
inverse colloidal gyroid structure is composed of air spheres with a radius of r = d2/a. The inset of (b) visually highlights that the inverse structure is a
gyroid network of opposite handedness relative to the direct structure.

direction, as shown in the right panels of Figure 5e and 5f, re-
spectively. For the direct structure, we observe a broad dip in the
transmittance of RCP light across frequencies spanning both the
unpolarized stop gap and the dichroic bandgap of the gyroid,[31]

while the inverse structure displays a broad dip in the transmit-
tance of LCP light. See Section D and Figure S14, Supporting
Information for supplementary discussion.

3. Conclusions

We have achieved programmed self-assembly of single colloidal
gyroid structures from two distinct types of colloidal patchy
spheres, one with two equal-size staggered rectangular patches at
opposite poles and the other with four equal-size circular patches
arranged in a well-defined geometry. The shape, size and arrange-
ments of the patches encode the threefold connectivity at each
node and the selection of the gyroid dihedral angle between ad-
jacent nodes—which is critical to the elimination of competing
structures in preference to single colloidal gyroid. For patchy par-

ticles with rectangular patches, we developed a pair potential,
based on the concepts of the widely used Kern–Frenkel model
for patchy particles with circular patches but adapted to the mod-
ified patch geometry. This model can be used to study a variety of
quadrilateral patches, and easily modified to study more complex
patch geometries.

Our simulations demonstrate enantiomorphic crystallization
of single colloidal gyroid, where the chirality transfer from the
single-particle level is driven by the formation of ten-member
rings. We establish that crystallization of the designer building
blocks considered here is considerably robust with respect to de-
viations from the ideal patch arrangement, which further lends
our design principles to experimental validation. The single-
gyroid crystals built from chiral colloidal spheres support a com-
plete PBG at relatively low refractive index contrasts accessible
to colloidal materials, and exhibit rich chiropical effects, thus
opening the door for developing novel photonic materials with
applications in light-harvesting technology and sensing among
others. We envisage the self-assembly routes to single colloidal

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2211197 2211197 (6 of 8) © 2023 The Authors. Advanced Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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gyroid established here to drive the field of colloidal self-assembly
with the exploration of novel optical effects, emerging from a
complex interplay of chirality, photonics and topology.[3,4,23,35,36]

This work thus paves the way for new self-assembly routes to-
ward building chiral and topological devices operating at optical
frequencies,[5,37] as well as emulating nature’s design of chiral
photonic structures.[38,39]

4. Experimental Section
Monte Carlo Simulations: Monte Carlo simulations were performed

with systems of N particles at a number density of 𝜌*=Nd3/V= 0.3 (where
d is the diameter of the hard-core and V is the volume of the system) in the
canonical ensemble, within a cubic simulation box under periodic bound-
ary conditions. The orientational degrees of freedom were represented us-
ing quaternions, and each Monte Carlo cycle consisted of N single-particle
moves. Each system was equilibrated at T* = kBT/𝜖 = 1 (where kB is the
Boltzmann constant and 𝜖 is the well-depth of the patchy interactions) be-
fore subject to quenching. In the present study, reduced units were used:
the length in units of d, the energy (U* = U/𝜖, where U is the potential
energy) in units of 𝜖, the temperature in units of 𝜖/kB, with the Boltzmann
constant kB taken to be equal to one. The details of the structural analysis
performed along the Monte Carlo trajectories are provided in Section E,
Supporting Information.

Photonic Band Structure Calculations: The photonic band structures of
the crystal structures were calculated using the open-access software pack-
age MIT Photonic Bands (MPB).[40] The software computes fully vecto-
rial eigenmodes of Maxwell’s equations with periodic boundary conditions
by a preconditioned conjugate-gradient minimization of the block Rayleigh
quotient in a plane wave basis. For all calculations,it was assumed that the
crystal structures considered were composed of an isotropic and lossless
material that had a linear response to an applied electromagnetic field.
MPB takes the fractional coordinates, geometry and dielectric constant of
the particles, and the primitive lattice basis of the crystal structure as in-
put. A resolution of 32 mesh points per a unit was used for all calculations,
where a = 4d

√
6∕3 is the edge length of the conventional unit cell of the

colloidal gyroid crystal composed of touching spheres.
Circular polarization analysis was performed on the photonic band

structures of the gyroid crystals by calculating the circular dichroism in-
dex (C) and the coupling index (𝛽) of the eigenmodes, where[31,34]

C = sgn(q ⋅ ∇kfn)

(
C+

k,n
− C−

k,n

C+
k,n

+ C−
k,n

)
(1)

is defined where n is the band index, k is the Bloch wave vector, ∇kfn is the
group velocity and C±

k,n
is the overlap integral between Bloch modes and

a circularly polarized plane wave with wave vector q ∥ k = kb̂. The overlap
integral is defined as[31,34]

C±
k,n

=
||| ∫ ∫P(â ± iĉ) ⋅ Hk,n(P)|||2||| ∫ ∫P(â ± iĉ)|||2 ||| ∫ ∫P Hk,n(P)|||2

(2)

where Hk, n corresponds to a magnetic eigenmode. The integrals are per-

formed over a plane P that is perpendicular to b̂ and the unit vectors â and
ĉ are in the plane. Additionally, the center of the plane was fixed to be at the
origin. For each eigenmode a handedness can be assigned: if C > 0.5 it is
right-handed (RH), if C < −0.5 it is left-handed (LH) and a mode remains
unassigned otherwise. Additionally, the coupling index can be defined

𝛽 = C+
k,n

+ C−
k,n (3)

which measures the degree of coupling between an incident plane wave
of either polarization and the corresponding eigenmode. In plots of the
photonic band structures and the circular dichroism index the color of the
symbols reflects the value of the circular dichroism index and the size of
the symbols was proportional to the coupling index.

Transmittance Spectra Calculations: Transmittance spectra for circu-
larly polarized light incident on finite slabs of colloidal gyroid were calcu-
lated using the freely available finite-difference time domain (FDTD) pack-
age MEEP.[41] For each simulation a finite slab of five (conventional) unit
cells of colloidal gyroid, where periodic boundaries were imposed along
the x̂ and ẑ directions of the simulation cell. The simulation cell was de-
fined with a Yee grid of 42 points per unit cell and a size of 1 × 15 × 1 unit
cells, where perfectly matched layers were positioned on either side of the
simulation cell where periodic boundaries were not imposed. A Gaussian
source was defined on one side of the colloidal gyroid slab, with energy
flux measured on the other side. Circularly-polarized sources were gener-
ated by overlapping two linearly-polarized sources which were 90° out of
phase with one another.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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